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Forces effecting human resource management

Driven by technology, the world has become a smaller place in which employees’ expectations continue to grow and evolve. There can be 
no doubt that such expectations have given rise to significant challenges and opportunities for organisations in all sectors. These include:

• A changing workforce. The workforce is changing and 
this poses a challenge for employers. Companies face 
significant challenges in retention and are recognising 
the need to focus on culture and dramatically improve 
engagement of a global, diverse and multi-generational 
workforce. They also need to take a more sophisticated 
approach to managing all aspects of the workforce, 
including the hourly, contingent and contract workforce.

• Effective business execution. Streamlined and 
automated processes are not enough to drive business 
success. Companies cannot afford to have the process fall 
down at the point the user gets involved - i.e. at the point of 
execution. HCM and talent management software need to 
offer solutions that bridge that gap. Such solutions can help 
by making sure companies have the right people, working 
on the right things and ensuring they are engaged with 
the business strategy and delivering the required business 
outcomes. Leading companies are replacing traditional 
performance management with innovative performance 
and goals solutions.

• Managing demographics. Companies are struggling 
to develop leaders at all levels and are investing in new 
and accelerated leadership models. They see significant 
changes in employee longevity and loyalty coupled with 
a lack of skilled talent in the marketplace. Companies are 

actively exploring new approaches to accelerate corporate 
learning and development as they confront increasing  
skills gaps.

• A shift in the way we work. IT solutions need to be able 
to support remote workers and commuters who want to 
work where and when it suits them in order to achieve a 
work/life balance and still deliver better business results. 
They also need the ability to adapt when external  
changes occur.

• A need to achieve lower costs and concentrate on 
strategic HR. Companies need to be able to grow without 
having to increase headcount. They need to reduce the 
administrative burden on HR and get their team working on 
more value-added activities. HCM solutions need to offer 
opportunities for process optimisation and automation.

BearingPoint is a leader in delivering people-related business process and IT system change. 
We have helped clients to develop Human Capital Management (HCM) transformations 
across the entire employee lifecycle, many of which are under-pinned by enabling IT platforms 
that deliver real business value.

Human capital and
talent management
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We help clients to implement human capital management 
strategies that enable an organisation to deliver expected 
business outcomes. Building the workforce of 2020 requires 
companies to focus on the many changes, opportunities and risks 
at hand.
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SuccessFactors is a leading HCM and talent management 
software solution that is delivered as a service (SaaS). Used 
by over 4,000 companies and 30 million end-users, it provides 
components that are both stand-alone and integrated and it 
supports the entire employee life-cycle, underpinned by rich 
reporting, analytical, social media and mobile capabilities.

Areas in which we can provide stand-alone or 
integrated solutions

SuccessFactors is an integrated HCM and talent management suite of components. It is 
comprised of:

• Employee Central - Comprehensive organisational management, personnel 
administration, payroll and help desk functionality. Strategically-minded HR and 
IT teams have realised that a user-friendly core HR solution is the key to accurate 
employee data. Capturing employee, organisational and talent data within a single 
solution delivers better results, faster.

• Workforce Planning - Leverage in-depth workforce information and benchmarks 
to assess readiness to execute strategies, forecast the impact of business decisions, 
mitigate risk and take action.

• Recruitment - Transform recruiting into a continuous, strategic part of your talent 

SuccessFactors
from SAP

strategy with the only end-to-end recruiting solution that helps you attract, engage 
and select better candidates and then measure the results.

• Onboarding - By guiding hiring managers, empowering new hires and connecting 
this process to other key talent management activities, SuccessFactors makes 
onboarding a strategic process that improves job satisfaction, time to productivity 
and first year retention.

• Performance and Goals - Communicate strategy and create meaningful 
individual goals across the organisation. Focus and motivate employees on what 
matters, while enabling executives to monitor goal progress in real-time. Then 
reward, measure and tie employee performance to business results, streamline the 
performance appraisal process and enable meaningful feedback.

• Compensation - Pay your people based on achievement, establish a pay-
forperformance culture. Retain top talent and increase productivity across the 
organisation. Calibration drives better compensation decisions and objective 
ratings.

• Learning - Develop a comprehensive learning strategy with a complete learning 
management solution (LMS) that enables you to manage, develop and deploy 
instructor-led, formal and social online training. SAP’s Content-as-a-Service (CaaS) 
solution eliminates the need to manage the infrastructure, bandwidth and delivery 
management.

• Succession and Development - Anticipate and plan for staffing changes and 
assure the readiness of employee talent at all levels. Align learning activities with 
competency gaps to arm your workforce for current and future needs. Improve 
motivation with continuous development and career planning.

• Workforce Analytics - Deliver actionable, quantitative insights to your business 
leaders with a powerful combination of talent and business data that produces 
insights that allow you to make informed decisions. This analytics capability 
creates a catalyst for positive change in the business.

• Jam - Improve employee productivity and teamwork by combining collaboration, 
communication and content-creation tools with a private social network for your 
organisation. Jam’s remarkably simple video and screen capture lets everyone share 
his or her expertise – even right from a mobile device.
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BearingPoint has 
been delivering 
SAP HCM 
solutions for more 
than 20 years. 
Effective change 
management is 
a critical success 
factor and is 
central to our 
approach

What are the benefits?

• One set of employee master data to eliminate redundant users and data. 
One organisational structure to drive workflow and HR processes. One set of 
consolidated analytics to plan, measure and impact business outcomes – in real 
time.

• Increased bottom line – by increasing productivity without increasing headcount; 
by hiring the right people and engaging them, getting them working on the right 
things and reaching their goals.

• A more engaged workforce – that knows what is expected of it and how each 
person contributes to the success of the business.

• By freeing up HR resources from administrative manual tasks, it will be 
possible to focus on more value added and strategic HR initiatives. With 
better insights from analytics and reporting, you will be better equipped to make 
key decisions about your business and your employees.

• More affordable – Companies are able to take advantage of enterprise solutions 
at a considerably lower total cost of ownership than their traditional on-premise 
counterparts. SuccessFactors can be implemented much more quickly and 
effectively than was historically the case with on-premise solutions.

• Accessible – the processes are accessible from anywhere with an internet 
connection, meaning that new ways of working are supported. Information and 
processes are immediately accessible to the workforce using a device that best suits 
their working environment.

• Driving innovation – Companies are able to take advantage of new functionality 
more quickly and at a lower cost. With SuccessFactors’ release strategy you don’t 
have to apply support packs or enhancement packs to take advantage of updates 
- SuccessFactors applies the new functionality and you choose when to switch the 
new features on.

• Less demand on internal IT resources – SAP SuccessFactors takes care of the 
infrastructure and management and the data is stored in an SAP data centre.

Right delivery
approach

BearingPoint has worked on hundreds of human capital 
management and talent management engagements across 
a range of industries and European geographies. Our Dublin 
based team has 20+ skilled HCM consultants with extensive 
experience of implementing HCM processes and systems 
from leading vendors such as SAP.

As a result of the many projects we have implemented over 
the years, the following are the key points we look for to 
ensure a successful outcome for our clients:

• Low-risk. We recommend a low-risk and collaborative approach to projects, and 
we look to deliver as much of the project as possible on-site in order to transfer 
knowledge to your project team and enable you to achieve selfsufficiency.

• Executive sponsorship. It is critical that your project has committed and visible 
support from the top of the organisation.

• Business focus. The project needs to be business not technology focused.

• Dedicated resources. You will have specific tasks and responsibilities to carry 
out, many of which cannot be done on top of the day job. Project timelines and 
expectations will suffer if commitments made at the outset of the project are not met.

• Change management. Your project team and your end users need to clearly 
understand why the project is being run and what the value will be to the business. 
It is vital that a communications strategy and a training plan is defined from the 
outset, and that all stakeholders attend the relevant training and adopt 
best practices.

• Data. The outputs of any system are only as good as the quality of its inputs. 
Many companies have a variety of sources of poor HR data. A SuccessFactors 
implementation gives you the opportunity to address such quality aspects, 
enabling you to turn data into insights.

• Self-sufficiency. At BearingPoint we recognise that many companies like to 
minimise their dependency on third party providers and seek to become self-
sufficient in administering and supporting the operation of the system.
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Delivering 
HCM and 
talent solutions 
in industry 
segments such 
as professional 
services, 
healthcare, 
pharma and 
public sector

Sample Projects

Industry HCM Project

Professional services Design, test and implementation of 
SuccessFactors for a 3,500 person 
consultancy business for Recruitment and 
Performance and Goals.

Government–shared service agency Technology transformation for shared Human 
Resources Management System (HRMS). 
BearingPoint designed and implemented 
a HRMS solution with common processes 
supporting 40,000 employees across 39 
departments and agencies in the Irish Civil 
Service.

Airline maintenance BearingPoint was responsible for capturing 
local HCM and payroll requirements and 
implementing them on a common SAP 
template. We were also responsible for all 
data management activities.

Telecommunications Implementation of SAP HCM and flexible 
benefits for 1,800 employees. Included 
personal administration, organisation 
management, payroll, flexible benefits, 
employee self-service and manager self-
service.

Pharmaceutical BearingPoint implemented a SAP 
HCM system for 600 staff across two 
manufacturing sites.

European pharmaceutical sales division BearingPoint consolidated HR master data 
from 18 European affiliate companies into 
SAP for efficient population of their talent 
management system.

Media – a nation-wide broadcaster This company was investing in a number of 
change initiatives aimed at its modernisation 
through technology, people and process 
initiatives. BearingPoint developed and 
implemented comprehensive change 
management and communication strategies 
and designed and implemented HRMS and 
payroll systems.

Government BearingPoint performed a review of a 
14,000 user SAP HCM solution for a large 
transport management function, with a view 
to developing recommendations on how to 
improve efficiencies and unlock value.
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Case Study

SuccessFactors delivering transformation for shared enterprise human resource management 
and talent management

This client is a full service healthcare provider with over 800 healthcare professionals.

Business needs

This rapidly growing business recognised that it needed a HR 
administration and talent management system to manage its 
most important assets, its people, both in the short term and 
into the future. The system was to support the following key 
processes:

• Employee administration and organisation structure 
maintenance

• Performance and goals, to ensure business targets were 
cascaded throughout the organisation with performance 
assessed

• Recruitment and onboarding to attract and retain staff

• Learning, to ensure staff are taking the necessary training 
and education required for their competency and level

• Compensation, ensuring remuneration tied to performance

Client results

The healthcare service provider has achieved:

• A single, integrated human resources management system 
and talent management solution

• A standardised set of competencies to be used in 
performance reviews across the organisation

• A formal, auditable performance review and goal setting 
process, allowing relevant goals to be cascaded from the 
top of the organisation to all levels

• A standard, consistent and more efficient process for 
attracting and hiring new staff

• Extensive HR information available on demand

• Self-sufficient HR staff who have been trained in how to 
manage and administer the system

Our approach

Working on-site with our client, our focus was on:

• Gathering and confirming requirements through a series 
of playback sessions, ensuring consideration was given to 
how future module implementations might impact on the 
process design

• Configuring the SuccessFactors system

• Supporting data migration activities

• Supporting knowledge transfer and training activities

• Enabling the hospital to be self-sufficient in the 
maintenance of the system
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Contact

BearingPoint consultants understand that the world of business changes constantly 
and that the resulting complexities demand intelligent and adaptive solutions. Our 
clients, whether in commercial or financial industries or in government, experience real 
results when they work with us. We combine industry, operational and technology skills 
with relevant proprietary and other assets in order to tailor solutions for each client’s 
individual challenges. This adaptive approach is at the heart of our culture and has 
led to longstanding relationships with many of the world’s leading companies and 
organizations. Our 4,343 people, together with our global consulting network serve clients 
in more than 77 countries and engage with them for measurable results and long-lasting 
success.

For more information, visit our website www.bearingpoint.com.

Committed consultants with 
adaptive intelligence


